Before me rose an avenue
Of tall and sombre pines,
Abroad their fan-like branches grew,
And there the sunshine darted through,
Spreading a vapour soft and blue,
In long and sloping lines."—Longfellow.

Our walk on this cold November day we found no flowers, and multitudes of fallen leaves carpeted the road as we passed along. But there were numbers of bright berries—the hawthorn, with its deep red fruit; the honeysuckle hung out its red transparent fruit; dark purple sloes, bitter as me, clustered unheeded on the bushes; dark green bunches of privet berries; black byrny, with its bright scarlet poison fruit; oldeong red hips, on the wild hedges; rose; formed quite a gorgeous display in the hedges. They were clusters of gems—winter’s rubies and corals, and other bright adornments. Deep down in the grass were spiral bunches of red berries, the last remnants of the anem, or “cuckoo pint,” and far above them towered the mountain ash with its clusters of vermilion fruit.

At last we reached the pine wood, and stood for awhile to admire the stately growth of the noble trees. Their boughs, covered with dark green and yellow foliage, were waving to and fro in the rising wind with a mournful sound, and the soft ground underneath was covered with sharp-pointed leaves and pine cones.

A pine forest is ever an impressive sight. The straight, round trunks of the trees stand upright without branch or support. People have compared the trunks to sturdy pillars, the avenues to grand aisles that seemed to be pillars of some vast cathedral, and the strange surging sound among the high branches to some sublime harmony that never ceases.

Flowers are very shy of taking up their abode in the pine woods. One reason is, that the roots of the trees grow out horizontally, and grapple the soil very tightly, for their nature is to grow in exposed situations and northern climates.

Another reason why flowers do not love these woods is, doubtless, the strong smell of turpentine that comes from the trees, and seems to load the air. Springtime is the best for the pine woods, for then the trees seem covered with fringes and tassels of the richest green, and the young cones are a beautiful purple.

The name of these kinds of trees is “conifers.” All pines, yew trees, larches, &c., are called conifers, and are of the fir tribe, which is a most important one. The stamens and pistils are often found on separate flowers on these trees. The fertile flowers are in cones, which are the fruit of the conifers.

Examine this cone; there are broad scales; at the base of each scale there is a tiny seed, which sometimes has little thin wings.

Some of the conifer family grow to an immense size, higher than our highest church steeples, and they live to great age, for it takes centuries for them to grow to their full girth.
SEASONABLE CLOTHING, AND HOW TO MAKE IT.

In America, where everything seems on a gigantic scale, some of these conifers, called Wellingtonia, are enormous, and their age is counted by thousands of years. This wood will be standing and flourishing long after the house has passed away. I will repeat you a verse about the conifers. The prophet says of God: "I will plant in the wilderness the cedar, the fir, the tree, and the palm together, that they may see, and know, and consider and understand together, that the hand of the Lord hath done this." What a commotion in the forest! What a noise of conflicting elements! Something like there is in the pine woods at this moment, and that warns us we had better delay no longer under the branches."

SEASONABLE CLOTHING, AND HOW TO MAKE IT.

Our bonnets and hats are usually a question of very deep consideration to all of us, and it is most natural they should be so, when we consider for a moment how really important they are as being the frames and shelters to our faces, and adding to or detracting from the pleasantness of our looks. A cheap bonnet or hat is hardly to be had unless we are fortunate enough to make them ourselves. When, I am sure, we have all been surprised at the great show which can be made at very little cost. This has been my own case this very season, when I have made two lovely creations (as the French milliners would call them), starting with one elderly bonnet, which purchased in May, had lasted through the season. It was a very pretty and good black-jetted one, trimmed handsomely with jet, but it had quite done its duty and seen its best days. However, there was a new bonnet to be made from it, I was sure, and some little assistance might be added, and my expenditure over both must be limited if other parts of the wardrobe were to be supplied as well.

Now my rule is to make such purchases invariably at a large shop—never where there is only a limited stock—as I am then sure of cheaper and better materials, and much newer and fresher things. On this occasion I followed my usual rule, and here is my bill:

In extenso

1. black straw bonnet
2. shape bonnet
3. yd. black velvet, at 2s. 11d. yd. 1 5
4. strings, beads, at 2 1/2d. 1 5
5. yds. black ribbon, at 1s. 6d. yd. 1 4
6. flower and leaves 1 2

The black straw bonnet was one of coarse straw in the princess shape, small and closely fitting. A ramification in my bag of odds and ends I found a sufficient black silk to line it with, and then it was bound all round back and front with a gathered bias of black velvet, which was slightly fall, and was about half an inch on the edge of the bonnet. Above this all round were sewn on my strings of beads, which were as big as peas, and were kept on the thread on which they were strung, which was caught down at intervals with a stitch or two. On the front of the bonnet I placed one of the long bows or bows now so much worn out from my half-yard of velvet, which I forgot to say was bought on the bias. This bow was about three inches wide, and was "slip stitched" round to prevent the stitches showing on the right side. A narrow band of velvet crossed the back above the beads. Then the strings were sewn on, and my little bonnet had reached completion.

I then turned to my old bonnet, which I carefully unpicked and have a box of a bonnet brush, before reconstructing it. After this I covered the crown front of the new shape with some new black velvet, and bound the back with the same, first transferring the silk lining, which was quite clean and new. Then the crown was covered, with the embroidered bugle covering of the other bonnet, and the velvet coronet was quite covered with the deep-jetted fringe, which was sufficient to go all round to the back also. Lastly, my pretty old gold flower was put lightly on the top of the front, the strings sewn on, and my second bonnet was done, the expense of both bonnets being 1s. 14d. —6s. 6d. each. One, of course, was entirely new, but did not cost any more than the other with the flower and new strings. Now this little account has been given with a view of showing what can be done, either for ourselves, or for others, to choose to take the trouble of thinking about the matter.

I have always been thankful for my knowledge of millinery and dressmaking, which I derived from my nurse, who had been apprenticed to a milliner and dressmaker. Under her instructions I made my dolls, who went to endless entertainments, and altered and re-arranged their clothes with a boundless extravagance, which would have brought their male relations to the verge of